
Californian Massage

(30MIN)only by appointment...................
Californian massage..........

Polynesian massage.....

Scandinavian massage.

Balinese massage...................

Traditional oriental steam bath, the Hamman is, practiced before
a scrub or a message in order to prepare the skin and offer an optimal relaxation. this tailor-made massage consists of slow, enveloping and relaxing movements 

that allow for physical and mental relaxation. 

this traditional Polynesian massage is a gentle, slow and rhythmic massage that 
has a deep effect on the muscles. Alternating manual techniques and the application 
of hot sand, this treatment is a real relaxation break. 

this massage is a dynamic technique, favouring deep muscle relaxation 
in order to relieve tension due to sporting efforts. 

this energetic massage allows to tone up the body thanks to its different techniques. 
Digitopression, which stimulates the body’s energy flow, oil, which restores tone by 
alternating slow and fast manoeuvres and sitting which relaxes and relieves the back. 

this energetic massage helps to tone the body and its functions. This treatment is 
particularly suitable for people who are in a hurry or under stress. It calms the mind, 
eliminates tiredness, acts on nervous system and promotes restful sleep, for a full release. 

A multi-sensory cocoon, the jet spa is a wet cabin jets and steam that brings you all 
the benefits of heat and the virtues of hydromassage. 

Whether it is based on sand, sugar or salt, the scrub allows an exfoliation of dead cells,
in order to refine skin texture, to enhance tanning and to facilitate cell regeneration. . 

Rich in vitamins and in fatty acids, the shea butter has many virtues as the hydration, 
anti-stretch marks and a wonderful regenerating power (anti-ageing) it is a real cost 
of radiance, the skin is soft, smooth and plumped up. 

this treatment aims to increase the feeling of light with our new refreshing gels. 

* Black soap supplement: 3€ per person / kassa glove: 6€ per person 

Exfoliating body............................................................................................................SOLO 35€ / DUO 75€

Shea butter wrap .....................

Light legs...............

Our Worldwide MassagesWellness Area

Minimum age 18 years or 16 years accompanied by an adult / possibility 
of privatisation or group., contact us for more information, wearing a swimming costume is 
compulsory the hammam is not recommended for people with an infection heart or kidney 
problems, high blood preassure or for pregnant women. 

Discover the must-have Face Ritual with the Made In Provence brand "My Spa".
More than a treatment, a moment of Polynesian emotion, an invitation to travel 

sublimated by innovative and high-end products.

When modernity makes you beautiful. An original treatment, developed around 
the Magnetic Scrub technique. A universal treatment suitable for all ages and skin types.. 
The perfect solution to discover the world of My Spa.

An enchanting journey to the heart of the most beautiful Polynesian islands. 
This treatment combines textures bursting with high-performance active ingredients
to flood your skin with well-being and provide absolute hydration relaxation.

Discovery facial magnetic express 

body scrub 25 min + hea butter wrap 25min

Sugar scrub Shea butter wrapCalifornian oil massage

this ayurvedic massage is mainly aimed at calming the body’s natural energy. 
In Indian, shiro means head and shampi means massage. This massage alternates
soft and rhythmic manoeuvres of the upper part of the body (back, neckline, face, scalp) 
for relaxation and a wonderful release. 

Of Asian origin, this massage stimulates the reflex points of the foot arch
in order to rebalance the body. This stretching and draining manoeuvres 
of the calves give a feeling of lightness. 

Californian Massage50 min

 signature massage le Floride 

Hydromassage bath 
Salt scrub

Polynesian oil massage

Magnetic express hydro bathHeated relaxing body wrapBalinese oil massage

Hydromassage ba
th 

World scrub 

Shea butter body
 wrap 

World oil massag
e

Secret Ritual of Japan (40 min)................................... 65€

Relaxation and beauty area 
Our face rituals by "My Spa

A global treatment to regain youthfulness, firmness and density, or luminosity and 
opalescence inspired by French beauty, this treatment for mature skin combines luxury 
and voluptuousness. An intense and deep treatment that reveals either a firm and plump skin or a skin free of irregularities and pigmentation spots (depending on the skin's needs). 

The quintessential oxygenating treatment. This treatment reveals the skin's radiance
thanks to divinely addictive red fruits. A real bowl of oxygen that gently revitalizes
the epidermis for a fresh and radiant complexion.

Special offers

Escape Area

Beauty Area

Abhyanga massage.....

*  All our massages are relaxation and well-being treatments 
for non-therapeutic purpose. 

Customised  massage.....

Shiroshampi  massage......

one massage only especially designed for you after a personalised assessment. 

Scent bar by MY SPA

125€ / 230€
 in duo 

2 hours of tr
eatment

Polynesian springs and lagoons rituals (40 min)................ 65€

Express Magnetic discovery ritual (30 min)................... 39€

Rituals of Youth (75 min)....................................... 75€

Cleopatra Ritual (40 min)............................................. 65€

135€ / 250€ in duo2 hours 30' of treatments

145€ / 270€
 in duo

2 hours of tr
eatments

A comforting cocooning treatment for fragile and sensitive skin. 
An ultra-gentle treatment to starve, calm and relax vulnerable skin. 
The skin regains comfort, health, harmony and serenity.

140€ / 260€ in duo2 hours 30 of treatments

Hamman

From our selection of scrubs and oils, 
choose the fragrance and texture that will immerse you into a sensory journey. 

Plantar massage.....................................................................................................



wellness destination

Face care 

Body care 

Face and body care

1st facial for children, maintains the vitality and hydration of the skin while respecting the child’s morphology

For a moment of complicity and relaxation with your child, share 
a relaxing massage in a duo cabin.

A relaxing, nutritious and fpromotes relaxation and rest 

Nail filing, hand massage and nail polish application;

Share with child a hydromassage bath and a relaxing modelling of 25 min.

A back scrub followed by a massage relaxing 

This personalised facial treatment purifies, exfoliated and hydrates the skin in depth;

*classical nailpolish supplement : 6€ / semi-permanent nailpolish : 22€.

IN LOW SEASON, FROM MONDAY TO SATURDAY
10H - 13H AND 14H - 18H

 ( 20H ACCORDING TO DEMAND )
DIMANCHE ON EXCEPTION
(mAY HOLIDAYS)

iN HIGHT SEASON, FROM LUNDI TO SAMEDI 
10H - 13H AND 14H - 20H 10H - 13H AND 14H - 20H 

booking on planity.fr

offer an exceptional moment to your loved ones !

+33 6.16.05.22.37

good gift

Think 
about a

Lorem Ipsum

(Mise en forme des ongles et manucure combinée comprise dans le tarif indiqué).

GREEN FLASH, VARNISH FORMULATED WITHOUT TOXIC INGREDIENTS AND MADE FROM ORGANIC SOURCES.

ATTACHMENT TO REUSABLE GEL-PADS.

TEENAGERS 13/16 TREATMENT


